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Abstract. Photogrammetric scanning can be employed for the digitization of underground
spaces, for example for remote mapping, visualization, or training purposes. However, such a
technique requires capturing many photos, which can be laborious and time-consuming.
Previous research has demonstrated that the acquisition time can be reduced by capturing the
data with multiple lenses or devices at the same time. Therefore, this paper demonstrates a
method for rapid scanning of hard rock tunnels using Structure-from-Motion (SfM)
photogrammetry and a 360-degree camera. The test was performed in the Underground Research
Laboratory of Aalto University (URLA). The tunnel is located in granitic rocks at a depth of 20
m below the Otaniemi campus in Espoo, Finland. A 10 m long and 3.5 m high tunnel section
with exposed rock was selected for this study. Photos were captured using the 360-degree camera
from 27 locations and 3D models were reconstructed using SfM photogrammetry. The accuracy,
speed, and resolution of the 3D models were measured and compared with models scanned with
a digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) camera. The results show that the data capture process with
a 360-degree camera is 6x faster compared to a conventional camera. In addition, the orientation
of discontinuities was measured remotely from the 3D model and the digitally obtained values
matched the manual compass measurements.  Even though the quality of the 360-degree camera-
based 3D model was visually inferior compared to the DSLR model, the point cloud had
sufficient accuracy and resolution for semi-automatic discontinuity measurements. The quality
of the models can be improved by combining 360-degree and DSLR photos which result in a
point cloud with 3x higher resolution and 2x higher accuracy. The results demonstrated that 360-
degree cameras can be used for the rapid digitization of underground tunnels.

1.  Introduction
Knowledge of discontinuities is important in rock mass characterization. Their location, orientation, and
properties influence the rock mass behaviour and therefore should be considered when designing
underground excavations [1]. Even though there have been recently numerous advances and new
methods to measure the orientation of discontinuities from point clouds (e.g., [2]), mapping is still
typically done manually using a geological compass. Manual mapping is time-consuming and is not
always possible if the mapping location is inaccessible or unsafe.

Structure-from-Motion (SfM) photogrammetry is now a viable method for digitizing rock surfaces
accurately to produce a high-resolution photorealistic digital twin of the mapping site [3],[4]. This
enables computer-assisted mapping where mapping is performed on a properly scaled and oriented 3D
model of the site. However, the usual workflow for photogrammetric scanning of underground tunnels
using conventional cameras is slow as it requires multiple changes in the position and angle of the
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camera to capture the whole geometry [5]. This can prevent the use of SfM photogrammetry to scan
tunnels if the time available to collect the data is limited.

The time to capture photos can be reduced by using multiple cameras or a single camera with multiple
lenses at the same time, for example, a 360-degree camera has two or more lenses pointing in opposite
directions so that multiple photos are captured at one camera location. Barazzetti et al. [6] has
demonstrated that 360-degree cameras can be successfully used to produce photogrammetric models of
interiors. However, no previous attempt was realized to scan an underground rock tunnel with a 360-
degree camera. Therefore, this paper demonstrates a method for rapid scanning of hard rock tunnels
using a 360-degree camera and Structure-from-Motion (SfM) photogrammetry. This study aimed to
develop a photogrammetric scanning workflow for tunnels with shortened image acquisition time. For
this purpose, we have tested the use of a 360-degree camera to scan a section of a hard rock underground
tunnel.

2.  Materials and methods
Underground Research Laboratory of Aalto University (URLA) was selected as the site for this study.
It is located 20 m underneath the Otaniemi campus in Espoo, Finland. The rock mass is composed of
two main rock types: fine-grained hornblende-biotite gneiss and migmatic granite and is moderately
fractured. One of the tunnels in URLA has an unsupported wall with exposed rock which makes it
perfect for mapping research and training. The tunnel is 100 m long, 5 m wide and 3.5 m high.

A high-resolution 360-degree camera – Insta360 Pro was used to scan a 10 m section of the tunnel
(see Figure 1). The camera has 6 fisheye 2 mm f/2.4 lenses so that six photos are captured each time,
which usually are combined into a single equirectangular panorama. However, in this study, the raw
images from each lens were used instead (see Figure 1b). The camera was mounted on a tripod to allow
for longer exposure times and photos were captured at 27 locations spaced evenly in two rows (see
Figure 2), which resulted in 162 images. The images were captured with ISO set to 100 and the shutter
speed of 1/7 s. The images were captured in RAW file format and post-processed in Adobe Lightroom
to even out lighting on the images.

Figure 1. Image acquisition with the 360-degree camera at the test site of the Underground Research
Laboratory of Aalto University (a), and the raw image from one of the six lenses in the 360-degree
camera with marked control distance between two control points (b).

a)

a)

b)
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Figure 2. Image network consisting of 162 images captured at 27 camera locations (6 images per
location).

To scale and measure the accuracy of the 3Dmodel, 12 circular 20-bit control points were mounted on
tunnel walls and the distances between were measured with a laser distance meter. The points are then
automatically detected by the photogrammetric software and reference distances can be defined.

To orientate the scanned site in space, an orientation board was developed after [3] and was placed
in the scanned scene. The board consists of 5 control points and is placed in the scanned scene so that it
is horizontal and oriented to the North. Then the model can be rotated accordingly. This enables the
extraction of orientation measurements from the model.

The images were then processed in photogrammetric software RealityCapture v1.2 [7] on High
settings. The control points on the orientation board were used as ground control points and coordinates
were set to orient the model. The 3D point cloud of the tested tunnel section was exported and processed
in Cloud Compare software [8].

Figure 3. Control distance measurements between markers mounted on tunnel walls (a), control point
(b), and orientation board (c).

1.5m

1m

(a) (c)

(b)
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3.  Results
As a result, a high-resolution coloured point cloud of the tunnel section was produced (see Figure 1b
and Figure 4). The model consisted of 38 million points, with an average point density of 30.7 pts/cm2.
The accuracy of the scan was tested by measuring distances between control points attached to the walls
of the tunnel, and the average error was 0.0144 m.

Next, the time to capture the photos and quality were compared against a more conventional method
that utilizes DSLR cameras described in [5]. Capturing the images of the same tunnel section with the
360-camera took only 10 min in comparison to 34 min for capturing 123 images of the same site with a
good camera. Even though the quality of the 360-degree camera-based model was visually acceptable
and comparable to the reference DSLR model (see Figure 5a and Figure 5b), the surface density of the
point cloud was lower than the DSLR model by a factor of 3 (see Table 1), and the points were not
evenly distributed (see Figure 6a). It was most likely caused by the small focal length of the 360-camera
and the large distance to the tunnel wall.

To improve the resolution and visual quality of the 360-degree camera-based model, the dataset was
enhanced by capturing 13 extra high-resolution images of the unsupported tunnel wall with a Canon
5Ds R DSLR camera and 35 mm fixed lens. The improved model from both types of images is presented
in Figure 5c. The improved model achieves almost 3x higher point density (see Figure 6c) and 1.5x
higher accuracy, while the capture time is only longer by 4 min (see Table 1). Also, the point density is
more evenly distributed on the tunnel wall (Figure 6c). The combined 360 and DSLR model achieves
comparable results to the model created with only DSLR images (Figure 6b), but the image capturing
time is lower.

Figure 4. 3D model of the Underground Research Laboratory of Aalto University test site reconstructed
with SfM photogrammetry from images captured using a 360-degree camera.
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Table 1. Comparison of capture time, resolution, and control distance error for the 360-camera, DSRL,
and improved 360-camera models.

360 DSLR 360 + DSLR

Number of images 162 123 162+13

Capture time 10 min 34 min 10+4 min

Resolution 30.7 pts/cm2 90.4 pts/cm2 87.5 pts/cm2

Control distance error 0.0144 m 0.0076 m 0.0096 m

(a) 360-degree camera

(b) DSLR

(c) 360-degree camera + DSLR

Figure 5. 3D point clouds of a 360-degree camera-based photogrammetric model (a), DSRL model for
comparison (b), and an improved model with additional DSLR images of the tunnel wall (c).
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(a) 360-degree camera

(b) DSLR

(c) 360-degree camera + DSLR

Figure 6. Surface density of the 3D point cloud of the tunnel wall.
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Next, discontinuity sets were extracted from the 3D models using the semi-automatic Discontinuity Set
Extractor software [2]. Three main joint sets were identified in all three models and their mean
orientation agrees well with the manual compass measurements (see Table 2 and Figure 7).

Table 2. Comparison of the mean orientation of discontinuity sets extracted from the 3D models using
semi-automatic method by [2], and manual compass measurements.

Joint set Dip direction Dip
360 1 327.53 85.93

2 55.87 83.43
3 305.59 23.17

DSLR 1 327.53 85.92
2 55.88 83.43
3 281.46 13.85

360 + DSLR 1 317.50 85.87
2 55.93 83.40
3 281.05 13.83

Manual compass mapping 1 325.16 89.00
2 58.90 87.87
3 311.59 4.74

a) 360 b) DSLR (c) 360 + DSLR

(d) manual compass measurements

Figure 7. Comparison of the orientation of discontinuity sets extracted from the 3D models using semi-
automatic method by [2], and manual compass measurements.
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4.  Conclusions
The 360-degree camera tested in this study is a viable tool to capture data for photogrammetric
reconstruction of high-quality and photorealistic 3D models of underground tunnels. Image acquisition
with 360-degree cameras is six times faster compared to the conventional method.  The models achieve
sub-centimeter accuracy and millimeter resolution which is sufficient for remote discontinuity
measurements, visual inspections, communication, and training in virtual reality such as systems
presented in [9]. Even though the visual quality of the 360-degree camera-based model is acceptable,
the resolution of the outcrop is inferior compared to the model reconstructed with only high-resolution
photographs taken with DSLR camera. Therefore, the resolution and visual quality of the 360-degree
camera models were improved by adding DSLR images of the region of interest, such as the tunnel wall
mapped in this study. The improved model achieved almost three times higher point density and two
times higher accuracy while keeping fast capturing time. The 360-camera-based model was also
successfully used to measure the mean orientation of identified discontinuity sets extracted using semi-
automatic results. The remote mapping results are in line with field measurements obtained using a
geological compass. In future studies, for practical validation the same equipment will be tested in more
realistic tunnel conditions during an excavation process, with dust and high water content in the air.
Also, a more comprehensive analysis of the discontinuity mapping results from the 360-degree camera-
based models is suggested.
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